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Vivid Publishing, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Death, Debauchery n Deception When the Australian based Down
Under Corporation decides to expand its operation in Asia to Shanghai, it sends their ace trouble
shooter Steve Conway to seek out a site. On arrival in Shanghai Conway meets the beautiful Selina
Chan, who unknown to Conway, is the right hand of Jao Min who controls the Shanghai
underworld. Jao is being challenged for supremacy by another gangster, Du Jing Ling, who is
determined to take over, whatever the cost in human life.one of those lives being that of Steve
Conway who finds himself caught in the middle of a savage gang war when Du believes he is
aligned with Jao. Adding to his woes are several attempts on his life - one of which, is from a
business colleague of Selina and a deadly seduction from the sexy Wendy Han. Wild exotic women,
Batman character impersonators, murderous locals and a host of other intriguing characters
make up this tale ranging across Vietnam, The Philippines, Australia and China culminating in
Conway facing his greatest danger yet. - - - - -...
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ReviewsReviews

Very beneficial to all of type of individuals. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. You will not really feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Micha le Shields-- Micha le Shields

Great electronic book and useful one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You can expect to like the way the author compose
this ebook.
-- Ma tteo Johnson-- Ma tteo Johnson
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